given to a probationer in connection with hospita1 patients. Unless slie is taught this promptly slie will waste time in observing immaterial and overlooking many important facts. Experience alone renders observation instinctively accurate, and this applies as much to institutions as to persons. The ordinary visitor notices the colouring of the walls, the books supplied to the patients, the appearance and manners of the nurses, and mayhap the quality of the food supply. A " professional" visitor, whether matron or ward nurse, "going round" any hospital observes a great deal more than this. She notes not only the food, but the way in which it is given to the patient? whether his knife, fork, and bread are placed by him before his hot dinner, or if inattention to details leaves these to follow haphazard in the wake of the plate of meat and vegetables, which grows cold and greasy meanwhile.
The professional visitor cares more for the bath-rooms than for the books, although not contemptuous of the latter. She Noting especially the fashions of to-day, the glaring colours, often crude contrasts, and exaggerated styles, it is a relief to turn to the nurse's dress with its quiet, sober, uniform tints. (4) " White strings are added to the bonnet for show, and a long strip of gauze of various colours hangs down the back for effect, both arrangements being the most consummate shams and pretences." I thought that the white strings were merely intended to relieve the sombreness of black, dark navy, &c. I have never worn mine with any other idea.
As for veils, they appear to find less favour with nurses themselves now, but if any like to retain them they may surely do so, as a becoming and graceful addition to the plain bonnet, and not altogether useless. If drawn round the throat and pinned they may form a serviceable protection on a cold day. (5) "Uniform is essentially a working costume, and it is therefore a gross piece of affectation when a nurse wears It in public when the rest of the world is clad in the conventional evening garb." If a nurse wears uniform she generally keeps altogether to the same style of dress, and must consequently wear it wherever she goes. Her attendances at the theatre and opera are not frequent enough to make the expense of evening dresses for the purpose justifiable. We all know that the rank and file of nurses are poorly paid. The great advantages of outdoor uniform to a nurse are the saving of time and money thereby effected. To dress well and fashionably on a small income demands an amount of time, thought, and trouble, which nurses cannot well spare. Uniform, which is never out of fashion, but can be worn as long as the material will last, is a distinct saving. Nothing that can be said against it will outweigh the consideration of comfort, convenience, and economy. (6) 
